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The general equation describing the steady-state flow through a porous column is 
lu- D,A(D,q(u)+ G(u))=f, where I is a nonnegative constant. In this paper 
existence, uniqueness and comparison results for solutions to the Dirichlet and 
mixed boundary value problems associated with this equation are proven. The 
existence of a weak solution to the evolution problems associated with the equation 
u, = D,(D,cp(u) + G(u)) are deduced. Cl 1985 Academic Press, Inc 1 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the pressure of an incompressible saturated flow in 
an homogeneous isotropic horizontal medium satisfies the linear differen- 
tial equation 
Ap=O. 
This equation is obtained by considering the conservation law 
div(-pq)=p,, 
where p is the density of the fluid (in this case p = cte.) and q is its velocity; 
Darcy’s law, 
q= -KVh, 
where K is the conductivity of the medium and h = z + p/pg is the 
piezometric head of the flow (Z is the vertical coordinate and g is the 
gravity acceleration). Conservation and Darcy’s laws are valid for general 
fluids when we take h = z + (l/g) 1 dp/p( p), where p(p) is the density of the 
fluid, which in general is not constant but depends on the pressure p (see 
C31). 
The state equation 
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where p,, is a constant and 
a = 0 for incompressible flows, 
a = 1 for compressible isotermic flows, 
a < 1 for compressible adiabatic flows, 
gives 
4 h=s+li_;=z+~p’~^=z+Cpl:Q-l 
Peg P Peg 
=Z+++l (a#O), 
with m = l/a 2 1. 
From now on let us only consider unidimensional flows and let us sup- 
pose that the flow takes place through a vertical column. In this case the 
equation governing a compressible flow through a saturated medium is 
(1) 
where D, denotes derivation with respect to the variable x and K, are con- 
stant which depend on the medium. 
Sometimes it was found that the flow rate was different from that predic- 
ted by Darcy’s law. For instance, lower flow rates were observed in flows 
through rockfill dams (see [l, 51). The general form of Darcy’s law con- 
sidered in the papers listed above is 
Vh = -FClql)q, 
where F(t) = bta- ‘, 16 p < 2. The governing equation is 
PI = &A(&P(P) + G(P)), 
where 
A(y)= MN-h N = l/P, 1<p<2, 
cp(y)=c,pN+“-‘, 
G(y) = c2 y? 
(2) 
Equation (2) also describes low pressure gas flow, where it was found that 
the flow rate is higher than theoretically predicted. Klinkenberg (see [3]) 
suggested that 
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where k, and k, are the permeabilities to gas and liquids, respectively. As K 
is related to k, and p is related to p we have K= K(p) and Eq. (2) with 
A = identity, 
p(p) = c j; K(s) T-l ds, 
G(P) = K(P), 
K(p)=c,p l+; . 
( ) 
Another situation in which we find a nonlinear equation is the case of a 
steady-state unsaturated flow, for instance, the infiltration of water in soil. 
The governing equations are 
div q = f(x), 
q= -KVh, 
h=z+;. 
That is, in one space variable, 
with 
~.A~,cP(P) + G(P)) =f 
V(P) = c 5,’ SK(S) 4 
G(P) =K(P). 
Here K= K(P) is a nonlinear function of the pressure (see [3]) 
(3) 
K= KO 
A(p,-p)“+l’ PGPaP 
K= K,, P’ Pa, 
where K,, A and a are constants and p, is the atmospheric pressure. 
Let us consider the evolution equation and introduce the new variable U, 
the concentration of water in soil, 
uo 
u=qp,-p)P+ 1’ P6 Pay 
u=uo, P>Pa 
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(see [3]), with uo, B and j? constants. We find the equation 
ut = D,Pxcp(u) + G(u))> (4) 
where q(u) and G(u) are defined and continuous on [0, uo] if /I > 0 and 
a+p>1. 
As the solution is not necessarily regular through the boundary of the set 
which is saturated with the fluid we must think of a solution in a weak 
sense (see [2]). We will say that a function u is a solution to Eq. (4) if 
=-- m+bt dx dt, 
for every regular function + which vanishes near x = 0, x = b, and t = T. 
That is, u is a solution in the sense of distributions. 
In this paper we will find a solution to Eq. (4) in the sense of dis- 
tributions with weak hypotheses on the functions cp and G. 
We will center our attention on the steady-state problem and, consider- 
ing its application on the evolution problem in Section 4, we will deal with 
the equation 
iu - D,A(D,cp(u) + G(u)) =f on (0, b), (5) 
220, with Dirichlet or mixed boundary conditions. We will prove 
existence and uniqueness of a solution in the following sense: UE L’(0, b), 
(P(U)E @‘(O, b), W,cp(u) + G(u)) E @‘(O, b), cp(u)(O) = a, cp(u)(b) = B 
(or A(D,cp(u) +G(u))(b) =B) and u satisfies (5) a.e. on (0, b). Here 
W’,‘(O, b) = {u E L’(0, b)/u, E L’(0, b)}. 
In Section 1 we will prove a comparison result for solutions of Eq. (5) 
and we will deduce a Maximum Principle and the uniqueness of the 
solutions to problems related to Eq. (5). 
In Section 2 we will prove the existence of solutions to Eq. (5) with 
boundary conditions of mixed type and in Section 3 we will extend these 
results by a shooting technique to the corresponding Dirichlet problem. 
Finally in Section 4 we will sketch the technique that allows us to obtain 
a weak solution to problem (4) by means of the solutions to problems of 
type (5). 
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1. COMPARISON RESULTS 
COMPARISON PRINCIPLE 1. Let u be a solution to the following problem: 
Au - &W?xcp(u) + G(u)) <f; on (O,b) 
cp(u)(O) = a1 (or W?du) + G(u))(O) = yl) 
cp(u)(b) = P, (or W?du) + G(u))(b) = 6,) 
and let v be a solution to the following problem 
Au -kAU?dv) + G(v)) 2fi on (0, b) 
do)(O) = @? (or A(D,rp(u) + G(v))(O) = ~2) 
do)(b) = 82 (or AP,cp(v) + G(v))(b) = 6,) 
where A, cp and G are continuous, A and cp are strictly increasing and 3, > 0. 
Suppose 
fi < fi a.e. 
a1 <a2 (or y1 3h) 
PI G 82 (or 6, <a,). 
Then 
U<V a.e. on (0, b). 
Proof. Let [u >u] = (XE (0, b)/u(x) > u(x)} and let us integrate over 
this set. We have 
O<l i l~>~,(u-v)~~~~>~~,(fi-f~) 
+s {~,AV?~du) + G(u)) -bW,dv) + W)J [u > L,] 
d C (A(D,cp(u) + G(u)) - AP,cp(v) + G(u))) I$ 
where U (x,, 2) = [u > II]. If x,, x’ E (0, b) then 
D,cp(uMx’) 6 aP(v)(x’) 
~,cp(u)(x,) 2 ~,cp(vNx,) 
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G(u(x’)) = G(u(x’)) 
G(4xi)) = G(dx,)) 
bW,cp(u) + G(u)) - -W,cp(u) + G(u))W) < 0 
bW,cp(u) + G(u)) - -W,cp(u) + G(o)))(x,) 2 0. 
If q(u)(O) = ~1~ <a, = cp(v)(O) and there exists i such that x, = 0, then 
a, = Q and the inequalities above are valid in x, = 0. Analogously if 
cp(u)(b) = B1 G P2 = du)@) th e inequalities above are valid if xi= b for 
some i. When we know that 
O,cp(u) + G(u))(O) = YI 
ND,qo(u) + G(u))(O) = ~2 
and yi 2 y2, the last inequalities are also valid and the same is true when 
4Dxdu) + G(u))(b) = 6, 
APAP + G(u))(b) = 6, 
and 6,~ 6,. So we conclude that 
061 
5 cu,", (u--)GO. 
Therefore the measure of the set [u > u] is zero; that is, 
u<u a.e. on (0,b). 
COROLLARY MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE. Let the hypothesis of the Comparison 
Principle be satisfied. Let u be a solution to 
Au - kW~rp(u) + G(u)) =.f- on (0, b) 
cp(u)(O) = a 
cp(u)(b) = P 
with f E L”(0, 6). Then 
min ~inff;o~‘(~):~-‘(B)}au(x, 
{ 
dmax{isup f;qel(.);qel(j?)} a.e. 
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Proof: Let u(x) = C be constant we have 
20 - D,A(D,cp(u) + G(u)) = AC, 
cp(uW) = cp(C)Y 
cp(u)(b) = cp(C). 
Therefore if 
we have 
That is, 
C>cp-‘(4, 
c>,(P-‘(P), 
u(x) < u(x) = c. 
@)<max 
i 
~s~pf:q-~(~);~-~(fi) . 
I 
Analogously we prove the other inequality. 
COMPARISON PRINCIPLE 2. Let u be a solution to the following problem: 
D,A(D,cp(u)+G(u))~f, on (0, b) 
cp(uW) = a1 
cp(u)(b) = PI (or A(D,cp(u) + G(u))(b) = YI) 
and let u be a solution to the problem, 
~+W,cp(u)+G(o)~f, on (0, b) 
cp(u)(O) = a2 
do)(b) = B2 (or A(D,du) + G(u))(b) = ~2)~ 
where A, rp and G are continuous, A and cp are strictly increasing and G is 
nondecreasing. Suppose 
fi af2 
a1 <a2 
B1 G P* (or Y1 G 72). 
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Then 
u<u a.e. on (0, b). 
ProoJ Suppose that the set [U > v] is not empty and let (x,,, x0) be one 
component. Then, u(xo) = u(xo) (if x,=0 the statement is true because 
u(O) < o(O) and x0 is in the boundary of [u > u]). Let us see that 
Wxcp(u) + G(u))(x) 64Dxdu) + G(u))(x) if x < x0. 
In fact, if we know that q(u)(b) d &o)(b) we have cp(u)(x’) = rp(u)(x’) if 
x0 = b. If x0 -C b this fact is true because (x0, x0) is a component of [u > u]. 
Therefore, as u > u in (x0, x0) we have 
mP(4(x0) d 4dW0) 
and then 
W,cp(u) + GW(x”) < W,cp(u) + WW”)- 
Let us see that 
implies 
W?rcp(u) + G(U)(Y) GW,cp(u) + G(U))(Y) 
4D,xcp(u) + G(u))(x) d 4Udu) + G(u))(x) 
In fact, integrating the equation we get 
for x < y. 
0 3 W,cp(u) + G(U))(Y) -4hdu) + G(U))(Y) 31’ U-i -fd A 
x 
+ @Au) + G(u))(x) - Wxcp(u) + G(u))(x) 
> W,cp(u) + ‘Au))(x) - 4Dxdu) + G(u))(x). 
Thus if q(u)(b) < q(u)(b) we have what we have stated. If we know that 
APxcp(u) + G(u))(b) 6 ND,cp(u) + G(u))(b) 
we have the same inequality for every x E [0, b], in particular for x <x0. 
Let XE (x0, x0). Then 
therefore 
AWxcp(u) + G(u))(x) G A(D,cp(u) + G(u))(x), 
(Dxcp(u) + G(u))(x) G (D,cp(u) + G(u))(x), 
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so 
(kcp(u) - fl,cp(o)Nx) 6 (G(o) - G(u))(x). 
Let us integrate this last inequality over (x,,, x) with x < .x0. As cp(u)(x,) = 
cp(u)(xo) and U> o on (x0, x0), 
0 -=z cp(u)(x) - q(o)(x) < 1.’ (G(u)(s) - G(u)(s)) ds 60. 
‘II 
This is a contradiction. Thus. 
U6V a.e. on (0, b). 
2. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF MIXED TYPE 
We are interested in the following problem: 
A.4 - D,A(D,cp(u) + G(u)) = f on (0, b) 
cp(u)(O) = a 
A(D.xcp(u) + G(u))(b) = B, 
where 1 is a nonnegative constant and f belongs to L’(0, b). 
Problem (1) is equivalent to the following integral equation: 
(1) 
u(x) = cp ~ l (f-i.)dr+p)-G(ui(r)]ds}. 
Let T: C( [0,6]) + C( [0,6]) be defined by 
Tu(x)=cp-’ (f-iu)dr+8)-G(u)(s)]Li. 
Then solving problem (1) is equivalent to find a fixed point of the 
operator T. We prove the following lemma, which will be used to prove the 
existence of a fixed point of T. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A, cp and G are continuous functions such that A, cp 
are strictly increasing and 
-M(K) 
> 
-2bK= +co 
+M(K) 
> 
-2bK= ---GO, 
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where M(K) = sup ,U, CKJG(u)I. There exists a constant K such that if 
II u II m d K then II Tull 4) < K. 
Proof: If Ilull o. < K we would have for every x, s E (0, b), 
IG(u)(s)l G WK), 
-ll.fllL1-2Kb< b(f--l.~)dr,<Ilfllr~+lZKb, I s 
CA-‘W IlfIl~~-~Kb)-WQlb 
([A-‘(l’(f-h+h+/!?)-G(u)(s)]ds 
s 
d [A-‘(/?+ IlfllL~+Mb)+MK)lb, 
so 
cp+{~+ CA-W llflL~--KWWW) 
6 Tu(x)Q-‘{a+ [A-‘(/?+ IlfIIL~ +l.Kb)+M(K)] b}. 
Lemma 1 would be proved if we could choose K > 0 such that 
(i) ‘p-‘{cc+ [A-‘(/?+ IlfIIL1+~Kb)+M(K)lb}~K, 
(ii) q-1{cl+[Ap1(B-IlfIIr~-lKb)-M(K)]b}2 -K. 
Equation (i) is equivalent to 
a + [A ~ ‘(B + llfll LI + AKb) + M(K)1 b 6 cp(K), 
A - ‘(P + llfll Ll+ JKb) + M(K) 6 
cpta - a b , 
/3+ llfllLI+=bdA 
and by hypothesis we can choose K > 0 satisfying this last inequality. 
Analogously we may suppose that K also satisfies (ii). The proposition is 
proved. 
EXAMPLES. Suppose A, cp and G satisfy 
IA(P)I 2 ~1 IpIN when IpI + +co, 
IduN 2CoIUlrn when 1~1 -+ + co, 
M(K) 6 c,K” when K+ +co, 
150 
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m>n, or m=n and 2>c, 
b 
mN>l.ormN=l 
i<c, $-$ 
( ) 
if m=n, 
if m > n. 
If A, cp and G are also continuous functions, A and cp are strictly 
increasing, then A, cp and G satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1. 
This is the case, for example, when we are dealing with the equation of 
infiltration of an adiabatic compressible flow in a saturated porous 
medium. In this case 
m>n and mN> 1. 
When we consider the infiltration of water in soil (Eq. (3)), the con- 
ditions are 
m= 1, n = 0, N= 1, c, = 1, 
and the hypothesis of Lemma 1 will take place if A < cO/b2. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let the hypothesis of Lemma 1 occur. Let 
T: C(CO, bl) -+ CCC% 611, 
Tu(x)=cp-’ (f-lu)dr+p)-G(u)(s)]dr): 
then T has a fixed point. 
Proof Let K > 0 be such that if [lull a, < K then II Tull a, < K. Let 
B,= {uWCO, blMl4lm GKI. 
Then T: B, + B, is completely continuous. In fact T is continuous and 
( Tu, u E BK} is precompact in C( [0, b]). 
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1”. { Tu, u E BK} is equicontinuous. Let u E B,; then 
dC=max{A~‘(l(fll.l+~bK+B)+M(K), 
-A ~ ‘( - llfll LI - MC+ p) - M(K)}. 
so 
Icp(Tu(x+h))-cp(Tu(x))l <j-;+‘Cds=Ch. 
As cp - I is uniformly continuous in Iu( < K we have 
ITu(x+h)-Tu(x)l CE if hch,. 
2” { Tu, UE BK} is uniformly bounded because II Tull o. <K for every 
UEB,. 
Therefore T is a completely continuous operator which maps a bounded 
convex set into itself. By Schauder’s fixed point theorem, T has a fixed 
point in B,. 
3. DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
We will extend the existence theorem of Section 2 to the following 
problem: 
Au - D,A(D,cp(u) + G(u)) = f 
cp(u)(O) = m (2) 
cp(u)(b) = 8. 
We will make use of the result of Section 2 and a shooting technique. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A, cp and G be as in Lemma 1, 1> 0. Then there 
exists a solution to problem (2) for every f E L”. 
Proof: Let uy, y E R be the solution to the following problem: 
Au, - ~,A(~,cp(u,) + G(u,N = f 
cp(u,)W = a 
A(D,cp(u,) f W+))(b) = Y. 
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We will see that there exists y E R such that cp(u,)(h) = /3 and therefore a;. 
will be the solution we are looking for. 
We know that uY satisfies the integral equation 
We will prove that the map L: R’ -+ R, L(y) = cp(u,)(b) is continuous. We 
will prove the following statements, which imply what we have just said. 
0) Il~,-~gllL~~(l/~)I~-~I~ 
(ii) GM -+ W4 in L’ (6 -i y). 
Let us prove statement (i). Suppose y < 6 and let E > 0 be such that 
6 = y + E. We know that U, d ug a.e, on (0, b) so 
where U (x,, x’) = [u, < ua]. Then 
Il~,-~~llL~~o if x1 < b Qi, 
1 
G-E 
1 
if x’ = b for some i. 
As E = Iy - 61 we have proved (i). 
Let us see that statement (ii) is true. Let y, 6 E IR be such that 
ly-61 < 1. 
Then 
so 
U,-,Qu,Gu,+, a.e. in (0, b). 
As uy-15 ~y+l E C( [0, b]) there exists a constant c., > 0 such that 
lkll L”(O.6) d c, if ly-61 < 1. 
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Therefore, 
where KY is a nonnegative constant. 
Let 6, -+ y and let (6,,) be such that ugnk + uY a.e. As G is continuous and 
I G(~+))I G K, a.e. if kak,, 
Gb,,) + Gb,) in L’(0, b) (k + 00). 
Therefore we have statement (ii). 
Let us prove that 
lim L(y)= +cc 
y+ +m 
lim L(y)= --co. 
y---x 
In fact, suppose there exists a constant C > 0 such that L(y) 6 C for every 
y E R. We would have 
and 
Il.0 cc 6 k. 
By the maximum principle there exists a constant K 
u,(x) < K VyER,xE(O,b). 
so 
such that 
~GI+ 
s 
b [A-‘(y-kb-UK)-M(K)]& 
0 
=ct+b[A-‘(y-kb-rlbK)-M(K)]+ +a~ 
when y -P +cc. Therefore L(y) cannot be bounded. As L(y) is nondecreas- 
ing lim,, +oo L(y)= +co. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A, G and cp satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1. Let 
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G be nondecreasing, a E R and f E L’(0, b). There exists a solution to the 
following problem: 
DxW?xcp(u) + G(u)) = f on (0, b), 
cp(u)(O) = a 
cp(u)(b) = a. 
Proof: Let u, be the solution to the problem 
44~Au,) + G(u,)) =f 
cp(u,)(O) = a 
-W?~cp(u,) + W,))(b) = Y 
we have obtained in Section 2. Let L: R + R be defined by L(y) = cp(u,)(b). 
We will prove that L is continuous and 
Y> llfllL1+A(G(~-‘(a)))~L(~)~a 
Y< -llfllL1+A(G((p-‘(a)))~L(~)~a. 
Therefore there exists y E R! such that L(y) = a and uy is the solution we 
were searching for. 
By the comparison principle in Section 1 we know that L is non- 
decreasing. Let y E IF! and let 6 be such that 0 < y - 6 < q, where q is small. 
Then 
Therefore, 
O~~(u,)(b)-~(u,)(b)=jbb[A-’ (-y-JIPf)-A-‘( -6-jsbf)]ds 
+ job CG(u,) - G(u,)l ds 
<j”[A-‘( -y-/sbf)-A-l( -6-jsbf)]ds 
<& 
if q is small enough. 
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We have proved that L is continuous. Let us prove that 
Y> IlfIL1 +A(G((p-‘(a)))~L(y)~a. 
In fact, suppose L(y) < a and let us integrate the equation over 
by < cp-‘(a)l~ 
s f = ~4&M~,) + G(q)) I$ C+v-‘(a)l n 
where u (x,, x”)= [u, < q-‘(a)]. As L(y)< a there exists n such that 
x” = b. If xn E (0, b), 
(If x, = 0, uY(x,) = cp- ‘(a) by hypothesis.) Therefore, 
s IS<~-,(~,,f~r-A(G(~-l(I)))+A(G(rp~l(a)))- ... -4G(~‘(a))) 
= y - A(G(q-‘(a))). 
That is, 
f+ N3cp-‘(a))) < IlflL~ + WW’W)). 
But this fact contradicts our assumptions on y. Therefore L(y) B a. 
Analogously if y < -jlfll Lj + A(G((p - ‘(a))), L(y) < a. 
With this we conclude the proof. 
It was not possible for us to consider boundary conditions of the type 
with a # /I?. 
In the case 1= 0 we are considering we do not have a maximum and a 
minimum principle if f # 0 as we have when I > 0. That is why we made a 
different demonstration here. But we want to remark that the advantage of 
this proof is that we only need that f belong to L’(0, b). 
409.109 I-II 
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4. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
Suppose we want to find a solution to the following problem: 
u, = &V?du) + G(u)) 
cp(u)(O, t) = fl 
cp(u)(b, t) = P 
u(x, 0) = q)(x) E L”(0, b) 
in the sense of distributions on (0, b) x(0, T). That is, we want to 
function u E L’((0, b) x(0, T)) such that 
find a 
-/o=$u+~dxdt=jb 
0 
uo(-“c) $(x, 0) dx + j,‘j,” v(u) vQ,x dx dt 
G(u) Il/,dx dt 
for every regular function Ii/(x, t) that vanishes near x = 0, x = b, and t = T. 
We also want u to be the limit of a sequence of functions zP(x, t) such that 
u”(., t)E W’-‘(0, b) a.e. and ~‘(0, t)=cc a.e. un(b, t)= fl a.e. Here 
W’~‘(O, 6) = {u E L’(0, b)/u, E L’(0, b)). 
One way of finding such a solution would be to replace the derivative U, 
by the difference scheme 
u(x, fk) - u(x, tk- 1) 
9 
tk- tk-l 
where to < . . . < t, is a partition of [0, T] and uo(x) = u(x, 0). 
Let P,: 0 = t;l < ty < . < t;,nj = T be a sequence of partitions of [0, T] 
such that 
sup (q-t;-,)+0 (n -+ a). 
k = 1,. ,N(nl 
Let us consider the following sequence of problems: 
Find u”(x, t) = u;(x), t;- 1 < t < t; such that 
” - “- ’ = D,(D,cp(u”,) + G(u;)), 
t; - t; - , 
k = l,..., N(n). 
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Let A; = (t; - t;- r)) r; we have to solve the equations 
nltu;-D,(D,cp(u;)+G(u”,))=I;u;-,, (6) 
which are of type (5). 
General results concerning evolution operators (see [4]) allow us to 
conclude that the sequence u~(x, t) converges in C( [O, T]; L’(0, b)) to a 
function U(X, 2). 
Let Ii/(x, t) = 4(x) q(t) be a regular function that vanishes near x = 0, 
x = b, t = T. Let us multiply Eq. (6) by $(x, t;); we have 
$-$-I 
t;-q-1 4(x) v(C) = ~,Pxcp(u;) + G(G)) 4x1 v(C) 
and integrating by parts, 
= ;$: jb” j-i-, h’(G) f’(x) r](C) - G($) 4’(x) rl(t;)} dx dt. 
As q(t) = 0 for t near T, 
N(n) rl(G)= 1 M-C,h(t[t) 
k=l 
Thus, 
= kIxl G- 1 (?(G- 1) -v(a) - uotl(O). 
Our results in Section 1 and the fact that u. belongs to L”(0, b) imply 
that r.P(., t) belongs to L”(0, b) for every t and 
IIU”(‘, t)ll m G lluoll 00 Vn, vt. 
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Therefore, 
and we have 
440 + v(u) in L’((O,6) x(0, T)) 
G( u”) * G(u) in L’((O0, b) x(0, T)) 
(n + co). 
so 
ST jb 4x, 1) 4(x)( -r’(t)) dx dt = 1” uo(x) 4(x) 0) dx 0 0 0 
+ 1s u’ ob (u) f’(x) s(t) - G(u) 4’(x) rl(t)) dx dt. 
That is, u(x, t) is the solution we were searching for. 
Remark. If we are interested in solving the equation of infiltration of 
water in soil, 
with 0 < uo(x) = 8,, 0 <LX, j? < cp-‘(do), 0 d u(x, t) < eo, and we replace u, 
by the difference scheme as we did above, we have to solve 
1;~; - D,(D,cp(u;) + G(u;)) = A;u;p, 
rp(4xO) = a (7) 
cp(u[l)(~) = P 
with A;: > 0. Here the problem is that the functions cp and G are only 
defined in [0,0,] and therefore we cannot apply our results in Section 3 
directly. However, if we define cp and G out of [0,19,] in such a way that 
the extended functions satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1 and solve (7) 
with the extended functions for k = l,..., N(n) we find, by means of the com- 
parison principle in Section 1, that the functions u;, k = l,..., N(n), satisfy 
x E [O, b]. 
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Therefore the limit u(x, t)=lim,,, u~(x, t) in C([O, T]; L'(O, b)), 
u”(x, t) = u”,(x), t;- L < t < t; is the solution we are looking for. 
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